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Abstract

Sparse Transformer has recently attracted a lot001
of attention since the ability for reducing the002
quadratic dependency on the sequence length.003
We argue that two factors, information bot-004
tleneck sensitivity and inconsistency between005
different attention topologies, could affect the006
performance of the Sparse Transformer. This007
paper proposes a well-designed model named008
ERNIE-SPARSE. It consists of two distinc-009
tive parts: (i) Hierarchical Sparse Transformer010
(HST) to sequentially unify local and global011
information. (ii) Self-Attention Regularization012
(SAR) method, a novel regularization designed013
to minimize the distance for transformers with014
different attention topologies. To evaluate the015
effectiveness of ERNIE-SPARSE, we perform016
extensive evaluations. Firstly, we perform ex-017
periments on a multi-modal long sequence018
modeling task benchmark, Long Range Arena019
(LRA). Experimental results demonstrate that020
ERNIE-SPARSE significantly outperforms a021
variety of strong baseline methods including022
the dense attention and other efficient sparse at-023
tention methods and achieves improvements by024
2.77% (57.78% vs. 55.01%). Secondly, to fur-025
ther show the effectiveness of our method, we026
pretrain ERNIE-SPARSE and verified it on 3027
text classification and 2 QA downstream tasks,028
achieve improvements on classification bench-029
mark by 0.83% (92.46% vs. 91.63%), on QA030
benchmark by 3.24% (74.67% vs. 71.43%).031
Experimental results continue to demonstrate032
its superior performance.033

1 Introduction034

Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) architecture is a035

key component for many pretrained language mod-036

els such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), RoBERTa037

(Liu et al., 2019), XLNet (Yang et al., 2019),038

ERNIE (Sun et al., 2020b), ALBERT (Lan et al.,039

2019), ELECTRA(Clark et al., 2020), T5 (Raffel040

et al., 2020). Self-attention is one of the most im-041

portant modules in transformer. It eliminates the042

sequential dependency constraints of recurrent neu- 043

ral networks by introducing interactions between 044

each token pair to capture contextual information. 045

However, the self-attention’s computational com- 046

plexity and memory cost grow quadratically with 047

sequence length, which comes with complexity 048

O(N2) for processing contexts of N inputs. 049

One way to optimize self-attention complexity 050

is introducing sparsity into attention layers (Child 051

et al., 2019; Qiu et al., 2019; Beltagy et al., 2020) 052

by having each token attend to only a subset of 053

tokens in the whole sequence. Recent sparse- 054

attention works (Child et al., 2019; Beltagy et al., 055

2020; Ainslie et al., 2020; Zaheer et al., 2020) in- 056

troduce global tokens that can attend to the whole 057

sequence. Those global tokens are used as a form 058

of memory to strengthen global information. While 059

this method reduces the complexity of full self- 060

attention, there are two issues with Sparse Trans- 061

former that affect performance. 062

The first issue is information bottleneck sensitiv- 063

ity as shown in Figure 1. Information bottleneck is 064

a phenomenon caused by the low number of global 065

tokens — the model had to encapsulate the entire 066

input sequence into those global tokens. If the 067

size of the information bottleneck becomes smaller, 068

performance can suffer. The second issue is in- 069

consistency between different attention topologies. 070

Normally, a sparse pattern is pre-defined and fixed 071

in practical training. Due to that sparse pattern split- 072

ting the input into several blocks and interaction for 073

input is partially connected, minor changes, e.g., 074

shifting the attention input by a few positions, will 075

lead to the inconsistency in the attention topology, 076

as shown in Figure 2. Compared to the effect for 077

vanilla attention, the sparse attention mechanism 078

will amplify the impact of the minor change. 079

To resolve the aforementioned issues, we pro- 080

pose a well-designed efficient model ERNIE- 081

SPARSE. Our method proposes two major tech- 082

niques including Hierarchical Sparse Transformer 083
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(HST) and Self-Attention Regularization (SAR).084

The first technique HST is designed for information085

bottleneck sensitivity problem based on hierarchi-086

cal attention mechanism. HST introduces special087

tokens to represent local information and global088

information in two sequential steps, providing an089

additional way for modeling global information.090

The second technique SAR, is designed for incon-091

sistency between different attention topologies. We092

introduce a training regularization strategy to force093

models with different sparse attention topologies094

to have consistent outputs.095

To evaluate ERNIE-SPARSE’s ability to model096

long documents, we first perform extensive evalua-097

tions on a long sequence modeling task benchmark098

(Tay et al., 2020c): Long Range Arena (LRA). Ex-099

periment results demonstrate that our model sig-100

nificantly outperforms existing methods and pro-101

vides a new robust solution to the long range se-102

quence modeling. Our proposed method achieves103

improvements by average 2.77 points (57.78% vs.104

55.01%) on five long sequence tasks of LRA. We105

also conduct experiments on 3 long document clas-106

sification and 2 question answering tasks using107

pretraining and finetuning paradigm, further shows108

the effectiveness of ERNIE-SPARSE. Extensive109

experiments on those 10 tasks demonstrate the ef-110

fectiveness of our approach in both cold start and111

pretrain-then-finetune paradigm.112

2 Related Work113

Sparse Transformer Sparse attention is widely114

adopted to solve the long range sequence model-115

ing problem. A simple version is that split the116

sequence into blocks and perform attention only117

within block (Qiu et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2018; Par-118

mar et al., 2018). This mechanism is also called119

local attention because only local tokens within120

the block can attend to each other. To improve121

the connection between tokens, global attention is122

introduced by (Child et al., 2019; Beltagy et al.,123

2020; Ainslie et al., 2020; Zaheer et al., 2020). The124

global attention mechanism mainly relies on speci-125

fying some tokens as global tokens. Those global126

tokens are used as a form of memory to strengthen127

global information. However, we observed that the128

mechanism of global and local attention in sparse129

attention would cause an information bottleneck,130

which would affect the information flow between131

local tokens. This phenomenon was also observed132

in paper (Alon and Yahav, 2021) for Graph Neural133

Network (Gori et al., 2005). To this end, we pro- 134

pose to use hierarchical mechanism which will be 135

discussed below. 136

Hierarchical Transformer Hierarchical learn- 137

ing has been suggested by many researchers and 138

it has been empirically shown to be effective in 139

numerous diverse tasks of natural language pro- 140

cessing (Zhang et al., 2019; Liu and Lapata, 2019; 141

Rohde et al., 2021; Wu et al., 2021). In this paper, 142

we propose to apply a hierarchical mechanism in 143

Sparse Transformer and provide a new perspective 144

from information flow to describe its beneficiary 145

for Sparse Transformer. 146

Regularization Method Although state-of-the- 147

art deep neural networks have achieved high perfor- 148

mance on various NLP tasks, the architectures used 149

for these tasks have been shown to be unstable to 150

small modifications of input texts (Ebrahimi et al., 151

2018; Jin et al., 2020; Sun et al., 2020a). Adver- 152

sarial training (Szegedy et al., 2014; Goodfellow 153

et al., 2015; Miyato et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2020) 154

is proposed to to act as a regularization method to 155

improve model performance by constructing ad- 156

versarial input. However, current regularization 157

methods are mostly designed for dense models and 158

don’t take into account the characteristic of sparse 159

model. Recently, (Liang et al., 2021) proposed a 160

simple regularization strategy which forces the out- 161

put distributions of different sub models generated 162

by dropout to be consistent with each other. In- 163

spired by this work, we propose a regularization 164

method built upon sparse attention topology. 165

3 Method 166

In this section, we first revisit the mechanism of 167

Sparse Transformer in Section 3.1, and describe 168

the two components of sparse attention (i.e. global 169

attention and local attention). In addition, we pro- 170

vide a new perspective for understanding Sparse 171

Transformers from information flow. At the end of 172

Section 3.1, we discuss the problems existing in the 173

mechanism of the Sparse Transformer. Next, we 174

introduce the motivation, formulation and benefits 175

of the HST in Section 3.2. Finally, a regularization 176

method, SAR, is illustrated in Section 3.3. 177

3.1 Revisiting Sparse Transformer 178

Given a sequence of input x = (t1, ..., tn) of length 179

n, dense attention can be formulated as: 180
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where Q,K,V ∈ Rn×d is linearly mapped from182

H ∈ Rn×d, d is the size of the hidden vector,183

H = (hl1, ..., h
l
n) for layer l ∈ [1, L], L is the184

number of model layers, W{q,k,v} are mapping185

weights, and b{q,k,v} are bias terms. For simplic-186

ity, the scale factor for Q is omitted in the equation.187

Computation complexity for dense transformer is188

O(n2). In dense attention, tokens are connected189

to each other while in sparse attention, tokens are190

only partially connected.191

As shown in Figure 1 (a), sparse attention mainly192

consists of global attention and local attention (Liu193

et al., 2018; Parmar et al., 2018; Child et al., 2019;194

Beltagy et al., 2020; Zaheer et al., 2020). In this195

Figure, Q, K, V are divided into 4 blocks respec-196

tively, (t1, t2 ∼ t3, t4 ∼ t5, t6 ∼ t7). The light197

blue part denotes the global attention meaning the198

global tokens from this part can attend to all other199

tokens. The dark blue part expresses local attention200

denoting that the local tokens can only attend to201

the tokens within the same block. It can be seen202

from Figure 1 (b) that there is a bottleneck in the203

information flow of Sparse Transformer. For sparse204

attention mechanism, tokens in different attention205

blocks within the same layer are invisible to each206

other. For example, t3 can’t attend to t4 and vice207

versa. For these tokens, the only way to attend to208

each other is through global tokens as relay nodes.209

As shown in Figure 1 (b), the information of t3 and210

t4 first flows to t1 at layer l, and then distributes211

back to t3 and t4 at layer l + 1. This mechanism212

causes the current layer local token information to213

be carried by only a few global tokens leading to a214

bottleneck in the flow of information. According to215

our observation in section 5.1, with the information216

bottleneck size decreases, the performance has a217

downward trend.218

Another problem caused by sparse attention219

mechanism is inconsistency between the sparse220

attention topology change. As shown in Figure221

2, we plot the attention topology of layer l for222

[t1, t2, · · · , t8] in left figure, and for [t2, · · · , t8, t1]223

in right. We see that even only t1 is shifted by one224

place, the topology pattern changes much, where225

dense attention will be less affected as it has a fully226

connected attention topology. To this end, we pro- 227

pose HST and SAR and will further describe them 228

below. 229

3.2 HST: Hierarchical Sparse Transformer 230

HST mainly contains three key elements, i.e. rep- 231

resentative tokens insertion, hierarchical attention 232

and the usage for those representative tokens in the 233

last layer for downstream task. 234

As aforementioned, the input sample consists of 235

n tokens (t1, t2, ..., tn). We set g as the number 236

of global tokens and w as the block size meaning 237

the number of tokens for each local attention. We 238

propose to insert m representative tokens into input 239

sequence, where m = (n−g)/w. Those tokens are 240

inserted to the start position of each block. Similar 241

to BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), we use [CLS] for 242

those representative tokens. Thus the encoder input 243

is as follows: 244

H0 = E(t1); · · · ;E(tg);︸ ︷︷ ︸
global

· · · ,E(ri);E(tg+w(i−1)+1); · · · ;E(tg+wi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
i−th local

, · · ·

(1) 245

where i = [1, 2, · · · ,m], E(t) ∈ Rd is the embed- 246

ding lookup for token t. E(r) ∈ Rd is the repre- 247

sentation token embedding. Then we use Sparse 248

Transformer to encode the sequence as follows: 249

Hl
s = SparseTransformer

([
Hl−1

])
, 250

where Hl
s ∈ Rn×d is the hidden output from one 251

layer Sparse Transformer. To better interact glob- 252

ally, representative tokens are extracted from Hl
s 253

for dense attention as shown in Figure 1 (c). For- 254

mally, the hierarchical attention is calculated by: 255

Rl
s =

(
rl1 · · · rlm

)
,

Rl = Attention
(
Rl

s

)
,

256

where Rl
s ∈ Rm×d is the matrix of representative 257

token’s hidden states for layer l, rl1 · · · rlm are ex- 258

tracted from Hl
s. Attention is the dense attention 259

described in 3.1. After dense attention, these repre- 260

sentative token hidden vectors in Rl are distributed 261

back to Hl
s so we get the final hidden vectors Hl 262

of l-th layer. The whole process can be seen more 263

clearly in Figure 1 (c), after hierarchical attention 264

(green matrix), the green dots (denoting representa- 265

tive tokens) are distributed back to the list of tokens. 266
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Figure 1: The comparison between Sparse Transformer (ST) and Hierarchical Sparse Transformer (HST). (a)
Sparse Transformer mainly consists of global attention and local attention . (b) The bottleneck that existed in ST:

all the sequence information is compressed into a fixed size vector. (c) In HST, representative tokens are inserted
into local attention for hierarchical attention. (d) Information flow demonstration for HST: interaction between
representative nodes can increase the path of global information interaction.

The information flow of the hierarchical attention267

is shown in Figure 1 (d) showing that richer global268

information interaction path are created. For ex-269

ample, t3 and t5 can complete an interaction by270

representative nodes in addition to global tokens.271

Note that the Attention module will introduce272

additional weights Wq, Wk and Wv mentioned in273

Section 3.1, so how to initialize these three weights274

needs to be discussed. One option is to randomly275

initialize these three weights, or we can use the276

weight of the SparseTransformer to warm start,277

or we should also consider whether to share the278

weights in Attention with SparseTransformer.279

Those details will be discussed in Experiment sec-280

tion.281

For the downstream task, it is efficient to use the282

representative tokens as follow:283

OL = Pooling
(
RL

)
,

P (y | x) = Softmax(OLWo),
284

where Pooling can be MAX, MEAN, OL ∈ Rd,285

Wo ∈ Rd×c, c is the downstream task class num-286

ber. y is the downstream task label, P (y | x) de-287

notes the predicted probability. Note that Pooling,288

can be replaced as CLSg, where CLSg is the first289

global token.290

3.3 SAR: Self-Attention Regularization291

Different with dense attention, sparse attention292

doesn’t guarantee interaction between all tokens as293

the design of sparse attention is to allow tokens can294

only attend to some of other tokens in one layer.295

This leads to a problem of inconsistency: even shift-296

ing by one place to attention input will cause much297

sparse topology change, as shown in Figure 2 and298

discussed in detail in Section 3.1. To this end, we299

introduce a regularization method to leverage the 300

outputs of Sparse Transformer. 301

Our method is designed based on the motivation 302

that for the same input, the outputs of transform- 303

ers with different attention topologies should be 304

consistent. As shown in Figure 2, the left shows 305

a L layers Sparse Transformer with the default 306

sparse attention topology, and the right shows a 307

transformer with a shifted attention topology. Con- 308

cretely, given the input data x at each training step, 309

we feed x to go through the forward pass of the 310

network twice, one with default sparse attention 311

topology, and the other with the shifted attention 312

topology. Therefore, we can obtain two distribu- 313

tions of the model predictions, denoted P1 (y | x) 314

and P2 (y | x). Thus the distributions of P1 (y | x) 315

and P2 (y | x) are different for the same input data 316

pair (x, y). Then at this training step, in order for 317

those two distributions to be close to each other, 318

our SAR method tries to minimize the bidirectional 319

Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between these 320

two output distributions. Formally speaking, 321

LSAR =
1

2
[DKL (P1(y | x)∥P2 (y | x))

+DKL (P2 (y | x) ∥P1(y | x))]
322

Assume that the learning objective of target task is 323

negative log-likelihood, the loss of the two forward 324

passes is: 325

LNLL = − logP1 (y | x)− logP2 (y | x) , 326

as a result, the total loss should be : 327

L = LNLL + αLSAR, 328

where α is the loss coefficient of LSAR. Our 329

method naturally makes transformer outputs of dif- 330

ferent attention topologies close to each other. 331
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Figure 2: The overall framework of our proposed SAR. The procedure of SAR that regularizes the model outputs
of transformers with different attention topologies.

4 Experiments332

To evaluate our approach and show its performance,333

we first conduct experiments on a long context se-334

quence modeling benchmark, LRA, which is con-335

sisted of 5 multi-modal tasks including logical in-336

ference, natural language and image tasks. LRA337

is a benchmark for cold start models and does not338

require the model to be pre-trained, so LRA is a339

suitable benchmark for testing the model structure340

designs. To further evaluate the ability of ERNIE-341

SPARSE in the pretrain-then-finetune paradigm, we342

also follow (Beltagy et al., 2020) and (Zaheer et al.,343

2020) to pretrain ERNIE-SPARSE and test the pre-344

trained ERNIE-SPARSE on 3 natural language clas-345

sification and 2 question answering tasks.346

4.1 Long-Context Sequence Modeling347

We first evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency348

of ERNIE-SPARSE on the LRA benchmark re-349

cently introduced by (Tay et al., 2021), which is350

designed to evaluate efficient transformer models351

under the long-context scenario. They collect five352

tasks in this benchmark which are ListOps (Nangia353

and Bowman, 2018), byte-level text classification354

(Maas et al., 2011), byte-level document retrieval355

(Radev et al., 2013), image classification on se-356

quences of pixels (Krizhevsky et al., 2009) and357

Pathfinder (Linsley et al., 2018). This benchmark358

consists of sequences ranging from 1K to 16K to-359

kens, encompassing a wide range of data types and360

modalities such as text, natural, synthetic images,361

and mathematical expressions requiring similarity,362

structural, and visual-spatial reasoning. We run363

each experiment five times with different random364

seeds and report the average accuracy.365

The result of ERNIE-SPARSE on the LRA tasks366

are reported in Table 1. First, we note that ERNIE-367

SPARSE achieves strong results on all tasks consis-368

tently compared to the transformer model and sig- 369

nificantly outperforms all the other baseline meth- 370

ods and achieve best score in terms of the average 371

accuracy. By taking a closer look at the accuracy 372

for each task, ERNIE-SPARSE wins over baseline 373

models on four out of five tasks. Notably, ERNIE- 374

SPARSE can work well on both image and text and 375

the math inference data sets. 376

4.2 Pretraining and Finetuning 377

4.2.1 Pretraining 378

In the training task, we follow (Liu et al., 2019) 379

and pretrain ERNIE-SPARSE using the Mask Lan- 380

guage Model (MLM) training object. This task in- 381

volves predicting tokens that are randomly masked 382

out. For the training samples, we train ERNIE- 383

SPARSE with maximum sequence length of 4096 384

and train it for 1 million steps. Samples with se- 385

quence length less than 4096 will be concatenated 386

as one sample to improve training efficiency. For 387

those samples longer than max sequence length, 388

we truncate them to 4096. Statistics of pretrain- 389

ing data can be found in A.1. Following (Beltagy 390

et al., 2020), ERNIE-SPARSE warm-starts from 391

the public RoBERTa checkpoint and we compare 392

the performance in MLM task in terms of bits 393

per character (BPC). As shown in Table 2, Big- 394

Bird, Longformer, ERNIE-SPARSE are all better 395

than RoBERTa whose max sequence length is 512. 396

Among those methods, ERNIE-SPARSE performs 397

best. 398

4.2.2 Text Classification 399

To test ERNIE-SPARSE on downstream tasks, we 400

first select three text classification tasks: Arxiv 401

paper categories classification (He et al., 2019), 402

IMDB reviews classification (Maas et al., 2011) 403

and Hyperpartisan news detection (Kiesel et al., 404

2019). Arxiv dataset consists of paper text con- 405
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Models ListOps Text Retrieval Image Pathfinder Avg

Local Attention 15.82 52.98 53.39 41.46 66.63 46.06
Linear Trans. (Katharopoulos et al., 2020) 16.13 65.90 53.09 42.34 75.30 50.55
Reformer (Kitaev et al., 2020) 37.27 56.10 53.40 38.07 68.50 50.67
Sparse Trans. (Child et al., 2019) 17.07 63.58 59.59 44.24 71.71 51.24
Sinkhorn Trans.(Tay et al., 2020b) 33.67 61.20 53.83 41.23 67.45 51.39
Linformer (Wang et al., 2020) 35.70 53.94 52.27 38.56 76.34 51.36
Performer (Choromanski et al., 2021) 18.01 65.40 53.82 42.77 77.05 51.41
Synthesizer (Tay et al., 2020a) 36.99 61.68 54.67 41.61 69.45 52.88
Longformer (Beltagy et al., 2020) 35.63 62.85 56.89 42.22 69.71 53.46
Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) 36.37 64.27 57.46 42.44 71.40 54.39
BigBird (Zaheer et al., 2020) 36.05 64.02 59.29 40.83 74.87 55.01

ERNIE-SPARSE 37.75 64.47 62.64 45.28 78.77 57.78

Table 1: Experimental results on the long range arena (LRA) benchmark. The highest acc for each dataset is
highlighted in bold and the second place is underlined.

Setting BPC ↓
RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) 1.85
Longformer (Beltagy et al., 2020) 1.71
BigBird (Zaheer et al., 2020) 1.68

RoBERTareproduce 2.05
ERNIE-SPARSE 1.67

Table 2: MLM BPC for ERNIE-SPARSE and other
models.

tent collected from https://arxiv.org/ and there are406

11 classes denoting the paper category. IMDB is407

a widely used sentiment analysis dataset contain-408

ing 25,000 movie reviews labeled as positive or409

negative. Hyperpartisan news dataset contains doc-410

ument for political standpoint classification. To411

align the experimental settings, we used the dataset412

split published by (Beltagy et al., 2020) 1. The413

experiment was repeated 5 times for both datasets.414

ERNIE-SPARSE’s hyperparameters are recorded415

in the appendix A.2.1. Note that all linear transfor-416

mation weights of hierarchical attention are shared417

with the weights of the previous Sparse Trans-418

former attention. Table 3 summarizes the results419

of ERNIE-SPARSE. From this table, it shows that420

both ERNIE-SPARSE and BigBird performs bet-421

ter than limited length RoBERTa, with ERNIE-422

SPARSE performs the best. For Arxiv, ERNIE-423

SPARSE surpasses baseline by a large margin. For424

IMDB and Hyperpartisan, the performance gain425

continues demonstrating that ERNIE-SPARSE is426

capable of utilizing information from long docu-427

1https://github.com/allenai/longformer/blob/master/scripts/hp-
splits.json

Models Arxiv 2 IMDB Hyp

/
#Example 30043 25000 645
#Classed 11 2 2
Len. at P50 14733 215 516
Len. at P95 43951 748 1990
Metric F1 F1 F1 Avg
RoBERTa 86.86 95.00 87.80 89.88
Longformer 87.65 95.49 87.19 90.11
BigBird 87.50 95.20 92.20 91.63

ERNIE-SPARSE 89.05 95.53 92.81 92.46

Table 3: Performance of various models on development
set of benchmark natural language understanding tasks.
Len. at Pk means the k-th percentile example length in
the corresponding dataset.

ment input. 428

4.2.3 Question Answering 429

For QA tasks, we choose WikiHop (Welbl et al., 430

2018) and TriviaQA (Joshi et al., 2017). WikiHop 431

is a large scale QA dataset which has over 40K sam- 432

ples. It encourages models for text understanding 433

across multiple documents. Specifically, WikiHop 434

provides several contexts and questions and ask 435

the model to select the best answer from candi- 436

dates. Meanwhile, TriviaQA is a bigger scale QA 437

dataset that contains over 650K question-answer 438

pairs. It requires the model to identify the answer 439

span given a context and a question. The dataset 440

is distantly supervised, which means that there is 441

2The reported numbers from (Zaheer et al., 2020) on
Arxiv dataset are not comparable with ours because they
did not release the train/test split of the data. So we re-
tested RoBERTa and BigBird’s open source checkpoint on our
Arxiv train/test split. We open source our Arxiv dataset split:
https://github.com/anonymous
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Models WikiHop TriviaQA

/
#Example 43738 110647
Len. at P50 1313 4576
Len. at P95 3685 5166
Metric Acc F1 EM Avg
RoBERTa 72.40 74.30 - -
Longformer 75.18 74.53 67.00 72.23
ETC 73.70 - - -
BigBird 72.30 73.40 68.60 71.43

ERNIE-SPARSE 75.76 76.47 71.80 74.67

Table 4: Model comparison for WikiHop and TriviaQA.

no golden span, thus we find all identical answers442

in provided documents. From Table 4, we can see443

that the length at 50 percentile is over 1K and 4K444

for WikiHop and TriviaQa respectively, denoting445

that those two datasets consist of very long context.446

In ERNIE-SPARSE model, following (Beltagy447

et al., 2020), we concatenate the answer / ques-448

tion / candidates with special tokens along with449

the context. The results of WikiHop and TriviaQA450

are shown in Table 4. For those two datasets, we451

record the reprodueced results of (Beltagy et al.,452

2020) and (Zaheer et al., 2020) and the score of453

ERNIE-SPARSE in the bottom row. From this ta-454

ble, we see that ERNIE-SPARSE achieves the best455

results over all those methods.456

4.3 Ablation457

Effect of pooling method for representative to-458

kens In the experiment, we have explored three459

different pooling methods while keeping other set-460

tings unchanged. The results are shown in Table461

5. MEAN and MAX represent mean pooling and462

max pooling, respectively. CLSg-Only refers to463

use the first token CLS only. As presented in Ta-464

ble 5, CLSg-Only is the worst on average score,465

and MEAN performs on par with MAX. Take a466

closer look at the score each task, it shows that467

MAX performs best at both Image and Text, indi-468

cating that MAX is a stable method for predicting469

strong results and for image tasks, meanwhile the470

MEAN can be considered as a candidate for hyper-471

parameters. For CLS, the score drops significantly472

at both tasks, indicating that the contextual global473

information is more important for image tasks.474

Effect of proposed components: HST and475

SAR Table 6 shows the performance of ERNIE-476

SPARSE by ablating each proposed component. All477

models are reported with mean results of 5 runs,478

the hyperparameters keep the same as the official479

Setting Image Text AvgAcc Acc
MEAN 45.28 63.19 54.23
MAX 46.51 63.45 54.98
CLSg-Only 42.88 61.58 52.23

Table 5: Ablation for the pooling method of representa-
tive tokens in ERNIE-SPARSE for downstream tasks.

recommendation. From the last column in Table 480

6, we see that the HST improves ERNIE-SPARSE 481

with 1.0 percent point on average (#1 vs. #0). As 482

the default setting is weight not sharing for linear 483

mapping weight in hierarchical attention with the 484

sparse attention layer, we add a group of exper- 485

iment #3 to explore the effect of weight sharing 486

on experimental results. We see that with weight 487

sharing, the results drop by 0.27 points on average 488

by (#3 vs #2). By comparing #2 to #0, we see that 489

SAR is beneficial in modeling the long sequence 490

bringing 1.44 points improvement on average. Ex- 491

cept for those observation on average scores, let 492

us take a closer to the how HST and SAR perform 493

in different types of data. Since HST is expected 494

to be more useful on tasks that require global in- 495

formation, let’s look at ListOps, Text and Image 496

first. It can be seen that after removing HST, the 497

average decrease is 1-2 points (ListOps, Text and 498

Image in #1 vs. #0). Especially, for ListOps, the 499

task need the model to see all characters in order 500

to do valid logical inference, HST have shown its 501

importance (35.97 vs. 37.75). Except for the global 502

information, some tasks require the model has more 503

stability. For example, the image task Pathfinder, 504

dropped 3.5 points after removing SAR (75.25 vs. 505

78.77) showing the effect of SAR. Except for those 506

component discussed above, the relation between 507

SAR and R-Drop (#4) will be discuss later. 508

Effect of SAR vs. R-Drop In this study, we specif- 509

ically investigate the importance of Dropout (Sri- 510

vastava et al., 2014) in those experiments. As the 511

Dropout technique is commonly used in deep neu- 512

ral network training and (Liang et al., 2021) use 513

Dropout to constrain the outputs of two subnet- 514

works, we ablate Dropout to compare SAR and 515

R-Drop (Liang et al., 2021) as shown by (#4 vs. 516

#0) in Table 6. #1 is the SAR-only version ERNIE- 517

SPARSE result, which means for getting the regu- 518

larization version model output P2 (y | x) in 3.3, 519

we roll the sparse attention input (which is equiva- 520

lent to shift sparse attention topology) and use the 521
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Models ListOps Text Retrieval Image Pathfinder Avg
#0 ERNIE-SPARSE 37.75 64.47 62.64 45.28 78.77 57.60
#1 w/o HST 35.97 63.25 62.24 42.76 78.79 56.60
#2 w/o SAR 37.36 63.54 61.87 42.77 75.25 56.16
#3 w/o SAR + ws in HST 37.41 62.55 60.32 42.62 76.55 55.89
#4 w/o SAR + R-Drop 37.68 61.73 60.59 43.48 78.11 56.32

Table 6: Performance of ERNIE-SPARSE by ablating each proposed components. ws means the linear weights for
hierarchical and sparse attention are shared.
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Figure 3: Phenomenon of bottleneck and the effectiveness of HST: Accuracy across global token size in the LRA
benchmark. A downward trend can be observed for ST on all datasets when bottleneck size decrease (blue line).
With our proposed HST method, the performance is less affected by the bottleneck size (red line). Especially, task
Text and Image is even better with the #Global tokens decreasing from 64 to 0. Error bar denotes standard deviation.

Dropout at the same time, #4 means that we only522

use Dropout to get the regularization version model523

output P2 (y | x). We see that SAR achieve the524

best for the average score (#4 vs. #0). Moreover,525

for specific task in Table 6, our method is more526

efficient in 3 out of 5, indicating not only SAR’s527

effectiveness, but also that SAR and Dropout are528

compatible and complementary.529

5 Discussion530

5.1 Bottleneck Analysis531

In this section, we analyze the impact of bottleneck532

size on performance of Sparse Transformer and533

HST respectively. All the hyperparameter config-534

uration follows (Tay et al., 2020c). We ran each535

experiment twice and average the results. The ex-536

perimental results can be seen in Figure 3. As537

discussed in section 3.1, the number of global to-538

kens determines the size of a bottleneck in Sparse539

Transformer and we recorded the trend of Sparse540

Transformer and HST in LRA dataset by changing541

the size of bottleneck. In this figure, blue and red542

line denotes Sparse Transformer and HST respec-543

tively. As shown in Figure 3, with the information544

bottleneck size decreases, the performance has a545

downward trend.546

This trend indicates that Sparse Transformer is547

more prone to the bottleneck size. For our method,548

the performance of HST in Figure 3 is less affected549

by the bottleneck size by using representative token550

for richer global information interaction. As can be 551

seen in this figure, the task score of HST (red line) 552

in each subfigure can be maintained in the same 553

interval without a downward trend, Especially, task 554

Text and Image is even better with the #Global 555

tokens decreasing from 64 to 0. 556

6 Conclusion 557

In this paper, we propose ERNIE-SPARSE. Firstly, 558

the advantages and disadvantages of Sparse Trans- 559

former are analyzed from the perspective of infor- 560

mation flow and we introduce HST to provide a 561

richer path for interaction between input tokens. 562

Secondly, we propose a self-attention regulariza- 563

tion method, SAR, to improve the consistency of 564

sparse transformers with different attention topolo- 565

gies. Experiments on various downstream tasks 566

demonstrate that ERNIE-SPARSE outperforms a 567

variety of strong baseline methods including the 568

full-rank attention and other efficient sparse and 569

dense attention methods. 570
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A Appendix855

A.1 Pretraining856

A.1.1 Pretraining Dataset857

For ERNIE-SPARSE pretraining, we use858

Wikipedia (English Wikipedia dump3; 12GB),859

BookCorpus (Zhu et al., 2015) (4.6GB), Realnews860

(Zellers et al., 2019) (7.4GB) and Stories (Trinh861

and Le, 2018) (11GB). For pretraining, we also862

sample 5% training data as the validation set863

to monitor the training process. Table 7 shows864

statistics of the pretraining data.865

A.1.2 Pretraining Hyperparameters866

We split any document longer than 4096 into mul-867

tiple documents and we joined multiple documents868

that were much smaller than 4096. During the869

pre-training phase, we only use mask language870

model for training tasks. Specifically, we mask871

15% of tokens in these four datasets, and train872

ERNIE-SPARSE to predict the mask. We warm873

start ERNIE-SPARSE from RoBERTa’s check-874

point. The hyperparameters for these ERNIE-875

SPARSE are given in Table 8. We use a learning876

rate warmup over the first 10,000 steps, and polyno-877

mial decay of the learning rate. Notably, attention878

weight in HST are shared with sparse attention.879

A.2 Tasks880

To evaluate ERNIE-SPARSE, we chose three881

benchmarks, including LRA, and text classifica-882

tion, as well as question answering. The latter883

two need to follow the pretraining and finetuning884

paradigm. Table 11 lists the data distribution, task885

type, evaluation metric of each dataset.886

A.2.1 Hyperparameters for LRA887

Table 10 gives the detail list of hyperparameters888

used to get results shown in Table 1.889

A.2.2 Hyperparameters for Classification and890

QA891

Table 9 gives the detail list of hyperparameters used892

to get results shown in Table 3 and Table 4.893

3https://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/

Source Tokens Avg doc len

Wikipedia 3.0B 515
BookCorpus 1.2B 23K
Realnews 1.8B 3.0K
Stories 2.7B 8.7K

Table 7: Pretraining data statistics.

Parameter ERNIE-SPARSE

α of LSAR 0
learning rate 3e−5
batch size 256
weight decay 0.1
warmup steps 10k
total steps 1m
max seq length 4096
embedding dim 768
#head 12
#layer 12
activation layer gelu
dropout 0.1
attn dropout 0.1

Table 8: Hyperparameters for the ERNIE-SPARSE for
Pretraining.

A.3 Complexity Analysis 894

In this section, we analyze the complexity of 895

ERNIE-SPARSE. Note that the two techniques 896

of ERNIE-SPARSE, HST and SAR, are general 897

and can be applied with any type of sparse patterns. 898

Considering that only HST of the two techniques 899

affects computation complexity, we will only ana- 900

lyze the performance of HST here. In order to ana- 901

lyze the complexity, we will follow the following 902

process: firstly, we select a sparse attention and sec- 903

ondly, we analyze the HST complexity to compare 904

the additional computation complexity brought by 905

HST. For the sparse pattern we choose to use the 906

recently proposed pattern from BigBird (Zaheer 907

et al., 2020) for comparison, and the computation 908

complexity is O(n). For HST layer, as it is a dense 909

attention for m representation tokens, the compu- 910

tation complexity is O(m2). Though the computa- 911

tion complexity for HST is quadratic, this will not 912

bring over computation overhead as the number of 913

representative tokens m ≪ n in practice. 914
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Hyperparameter Arxiv IMDB Hyperpartisan WikiHop TriviaQA

HST pooling mean mean mean mean mean
α of LSAR 10 0.1 0 10 3
#roll tokens of LSAR 8 8 0 8 8
learning rate 6e-5 1e-5 3e-5 3e-5 3e-5
batch size 48 64 16 48 32
epoch 10 20 20 30 10
warmup 10% 10% 10% 200 (steps) 10%
max seq len 4096 2048 1024 4096 4096
#global token 128
local window size 192
#random token 192
Optimizer Adam
Weight Sharing Option ON

Table 9: Hyperparameters of classification and question answering tasks.

Hyperparameter ListOps Text Retrieval Image Pathfinder

Hyperparameters for HST and SAR

HST pooling { MIN,MEAN,MAX}
α of LSAR { 0.5, 5, 10}
#roll tokens of LSAR { 2, 8 }
Weight Sharing Option OFF

Fixed hyperparameters provided by LRA (Tay et al., 2021)

learning rate 5e-2 5e-2 5e-2 5e-4 1e-3
batch size 32 32 32 256 512
weight decay 1e-1 1e-1 1e-1 0 0
warmup 1000 8000 8000 175 312
max seq length 2000 1000 4000 1024 1024
embedding dim 512 256 128 32 64
#head 8 4 4 1 2
#layer 4 4 4 1 4
Q/K/V dim 512 256 128 32 32
MLP dim 1024 1024 512 64 64
dropout 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.2
attn dropout 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1
lr decay root square root square root square cosine cosine

Table 10: The upper part is the hyperparameter related to ERNIE-SPARSE, while the lower part is the fixed
hyperparameter provided by LRA and cannot be changed.

A.4 More details for SAR915

Training with doubled steps. As discussed in916

Section 3.3, we use the SAR as a regularization917

term in the total loss. To achieve this training goal,918

we firstly halve the batchsize and then copy the919

batch samples to keep the total batchsize is un-920

changed. In order to ensure sufficient convergence921

of SAR, we double the training steps. Therefore, it922

is necessary to see the effect for changing training923

steps.924

To conduct those experiments, we choose Image925

and Text in LRA as the ablation dataset. Using HST926

as the baseline model which is denoted as Baseline927

in Figure 4, and we double the training steps for928

HST which is denoted as Baseline + DoubleStep.929

Finally, we apply SAR on Baseline. All of those 930

results are recorded in Figure 4. We can see that 931

Baseline + DoubleStep shows the trend for over- 932

fitting, while Baseline + DoubleStep + SAR has 933

a better convergence curve. For the additional train- 934

ing cost of SAR, we record the training speed for 935

Text. For the Baseline, the speed is 59 samples 936

per second, and 56 samples per second after ap- 937

plying SAR. The additional cost is from the KL- 938

divergence loss backward computation. We can see 939

the cost is 1.03 times, which is a negligible cost. 940

How to Shift the sparse attention topology. 941

SAR is devised upon self-attention and requires 942

different attention topologies for same model input 943

x, which is defined in 3.1. Actually, to get a shifted 944
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Corpus Task Split #Sample Length in percentile #Label Metrics50% 90% 95% max
Long Range Arena (LRA)

ListOps Logical Reasoning
Train 96k 954 1646 1800 1999

10 AccDev 2k 960 1648 1813 1999
Test 2k 947 1657 1803 1999

Text Sentiment Classification
Train 25k 979 2615 3431 13704

2 Acc
Dev 25k 962 2543 3333 12988

Retrieval Retrieval
Train 147k 7648 13467 20495 72885

2 AccDev 18k 7665 13359 19928 72885
Test 17k 7702 15955 22427 50012

Image Category Classification
Train 45k - - - 1024

10 AccDev 5k - - - 1024
Test 10k - - - 1024

PathFinder Image Reasoning
Train 160k - - - 1024

2 AccDev 20k - - - 1024
Test 20k - - - 1024

Text Classification

Arxiv Category Classification
Train 33k 14733 34209 43951 1121751

11 Micro F1
Test 3.3k 14710 32417 40965 850540

IMDB Sentiment Classification
Train 25k 215 569 748 3084

2 Micro F1
Test 25k 212 550 724 2778

Hyperpartisan News Classification
Train 516 536 1517 1990 5560

2 Micro F1Dev 65 520 1535 1971 2637
Test 65 637 1771 1990 5560

Question Answering

TriviaQA Question Answering
Train 110k 4576 5027 5166 10091

Span Macro F1 & EM
Dev 14k 4577 5026 5169 10210

WikiHop Question Answering
Train 43k 1313 3001 3685 19747

Candidates Acc
Dev 5.1k 1413 3184 3871 17004

Table 11: Downstream tasks statistics. Samples of tasks Image and PathFinder are all 32× 32 images.

version attention topology, a quick implementation945

is that we can roll the attention input H , as shown946

in Figure 2. Furthermore, we can choose any layer947

for applying the rolling operator to get the shifted948

version attention topology. However, note that if949

the SAR is applied from the first layer, the rolling950

operator should be applied after the word embed-951

ding adding the position embedding.952
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Figure 4: Results of SAR and Baseline on task Image and Text with doubled training steps.
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